In the last three decades, fractal geometry became a mathematical tool widely used in physics. Nevertheless, it has been observed that real multiscale phenomena display a departure to fractality that implies an impossibility to define the multiscale features with an unique fractal dimension, leading to variations in the scale-space. The scaleentropy diffusion equation theorizes the organization of the scale dynamics involving scale-dependent fractals. A study of the theory is possible through the scale-entropy sink term in the equation and corresponds to precise behaviours in scale-space. In the first part of the paper, we study the scale space features when the scale-entropy sink term is modified. The second part is a numerical investigation and analysis of several solutions of the scale-entropy diffusion equation. By a precise measurement of the transition scales tested on truncated deterministic fractals, we developed a new simple method to estimate fractal dimension which appears to be much better than a classical method. Furthermore, we show that deterministic fractals display intrinsic log-periodic oscillations of the fractal dimension. In order to represent this complex behaviour, we introduce a departure to fractal diagram linking scale-space, scale-dependent fractal dimension and scale-entropy sink. Finally, we construct deterministic scale-dependent fractals and verify the results predicted by the scale-entropy diffusion equation.
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Introduction
Fractal geometry is nowadays a tool widely used in physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The first studies generally focused on the determination of a constant fractal dimension over 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
Scale-space dynamics using scale entropy diffusion equation
The scale-entropy diffusion equation (hereafter SED equation) permits to quantify the properties of multi-scale phenomena through scale-space [6] and has been applied mostly to describe turbulence [11] turbulent combustion [12] and sprays [13] . The scale-entropy (S) represents an evolutive potential, which is traduced by the capacity to fill the space of a phenomenon (the higher the scale-entropy, the less the phenomenon is disorganized). It is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of measures at an outer cut-off (M [0, 0] ) and at the scale of observation of the phenomenon (M [i,0] ). Similarly, scale-logarithm (x) is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of scale of observation (l i ) and an outer cut-off (l 0 ), limited between an outer and an inner cut-off (l 0 and l c ). The measure can thus be decomposed in two terms, the logarithm of the ratio of the number of boxes at the outer cut-off (N [0,0] = 1) and at the scale of observation of the phenomenon (N [i,0] ), and a term with the scale logarithm raised to the power of the Euclidean topological dimension (d).
The representation of the thermodynamic concept of entropy and fractal geometry lead to the SED equation. This equation presents the diffusion of scale-entropy in scale logarithm and time, introducing the concepts of scale-entropy sink (ω(x, t)) and scale diffusivity (χ ). An interesting property is the bond between the scale-entropy derivative with respect to the scale logarithm and the fractal dimension at the scale of observation ( x ): Since real phenomena present energy dissipation and impose finite-scale fractals, the objects obeying the SED equation can be called 'dissipative fractals' (or 'cumulative' depending on the dimension dynamics). We will focus next on stationary phenomena implying the time derivative vanish to study the sink term, implying particular behaviours of 'dissipative fractals' (positive sinks).
The sink (or production) term represents precisely the deviation from the purely fractal phenomena through a sub-diffusion (or super-diffusion). The first type of sinks to be discussed are pure power law deviations, a power law sink for a fractal.
(a) Power law sink modes
We refer the sink modes of order k to power law sinks expressed as:
where k represents the order of the sink mode (the superscript is here to describe the deviation from the purely fractal behaviour). From this expression, integrating, leads to the scale-entropy flux mode:
Integrating permits to deduce the scale-entropy mode:
The k mode defines a pure deviation from the fractal geometry, characterized by simple equations for the dimension and the scale invariant:
By definition the scale-entropy at scale l 0 is null (integration constant equals to 0). Using a particular sink mode leads to particular geometries, three particular geometries share the same order:
Pure fractal case
. Mode 0(a) represents the trivial Euclidean case, where the fractal dimension equals the euclidean dimension and where the sink term is null. The mode 0(b) is the fractal case with a null sink, and a precise dimension associated to the phenomenon. The mode 0(c) depicts the parabolic case, a deviation (at small or large scales) from the purely fractal behaviour coming from the existence of a constant sink through scale-space (the sign of the sink is related to a glut or a rarefaction of inter-correlation between scales). Finally, the mode 1 behaviour represents an uniformly accelerated deviation from the purely fractal behaviour.
It appears simply that N [i,0] can be written using an equivalent fractal dimension:
The equivalent fractal dimension is a weighted mean of the fractal components of the geometry. Knowing that the k-mode behaviour is associated to a pure deviation of order k from the purely fractal geometry, one can define global sink terms (leading to a global scale-entropy flux and a global scale-entropy) as a sum of k modes, or polynomial sinks.
(b) Polynomial sinks
A polynomial sink can be defined with the range [β 0 , β n ] of the modes deviating the fractal, such a polynomial sink is referred to a global sink and leads to:
and from the parabolic case permits to deduce:
The global sink entropy of order 2 uses the order 1 to determine the correspondent fractal behaviour (as the order one used the parabolic). This case can imply several shift of behaviours (inflection points) in scale-space following the sign of the k modes.
and
Repeating the process n times leads to 15) and the number of balls appears to be the sum of the arithmetic mean:
Like the preceding section, one can define an equivalent fractal dimension:
18)
It appears that the property of the equivalent fractal dimension being a sort of arithmetic mean is conserved. In fact, it shows that all the contributions on fractal dimension are weighted depending on the type of deviation, and, the sum of these weights equals unity. Furthermore, global fractal behaviours have been decomposed in an integer number of modes, but, fractional increment in orders can be used and lead to the same equations, providing a finite step of increment between orders. Examples of simple k modes and global sinks are represented in figures 1 and 2.
(c) Specific cases Case 1. Considering that a β n exists such as
, one can use a decomposition to display the pure succession of deviations on the purely fractal behaviour [0, 0] : where the β (n) are the deviations of order n from the purely fractal dimension [0, 0] . Extending the former hypothesis on the dimension for any n leads us to a global sink term:
It expresses a superposition of pure deviation behaviours where our polynomial behaviour is replaced by the equivalent power mode. Case 2. A second particular case can emerge from an hypothesis of an inter-correlation of the global sink scale invariants (β k ) and a particular form of the entropy sink: and
This global fractal has the advantage of being characterized by only one scale invariant β 0 which can be obtained by fitting.
Transition scales: from fractal to Euclidean (a) Scale transition detectivity in deterministic prefractals
In order to have a precise measurement of scale properties through scale-space, we need to test our tool on deterministic fractals with very well-known properties. For this aim, we developed a new method to determine the fractal dimension of a pure deterministic fractal, which can be adapted to more general multi-scale objects. It is based on a precise measurement of the transition scales. Doing a scale analysis between the range of scales [l min ; l max ], it is possible to obtain the cutoff scales related to the geometry i.e. the transition scales. The outer transition scale l 0 is simply determined using the fact that the number of divider to cover the set N [0,0] = 1. We then focus on the scale-dependent fractal dimension, when it becomes unity [c,0] = 1 (because we study curves), it means that we reached the inner transition scale l c ( figure 3) where the fractality ceases. Finally, the dimension is considered as the slope between these two transition scales.
The geometries tested are well-known deterministic fractals (figure 4) with known theoretical dimension. The first geometry tested is the Von Koch curve with a theoretical similarity dimension equals to = ln(4)/ ln(3) ≈ 1.2618, the second geometry is the Sierpiński arrowhead curve having a theoretical dimension equal to = ln(3)/ ln(2) = 1.5849. The last geometry studied is the Minkowski curve with a dimension = ln(8)/ ln(4) = 1.5.
To determine the inner transition scale, we differentiate the results of the scale analysis which leads to After the estimations of the inner and outer transition scales of each rank of the geometries (six ranks for the Von Koch; six ranks for the Sierpiński and five ranks for the Minkowski), we can estimate dimensions. The results are presented in figure 6 for all geometries. The classical method used is the linear fitting of the scale analysis, where the scale analysis is done with the divider method taking into account the last truncated divider. The fractal dimension obtained using the classical method shows a good accuracy (a few per cent) with the theoretical similarity dimension when one deals with deterministic fractals, but it appears that even for deterministic fractals the evaluation of the fractal dimension is subjected to an error. The classical method (fitting) may require many scales to be more reliable, still, the error using the linear fitting is around a few per cent. On the other hand, the results obtained with the transition scale method are very close to the theoretical values, and show an estimation of the dimension much better than the classical fitting. This method thus permits to validate scale analysis tools when tested on known geometry. 
Departure from pure fractality and intrinsic log-periodicity of deterministic fractals (a) Deviation from linearity
After the validation of the tool, the deterministic fractals behaviour is studied. It appears from the different scale analysis that the segment bonding the two transition scales intersect what we call the construction scales of each geometry. These construction scales appear to be the intrinsic inner transition scales of the geometry (figure 7) from intermediate geometry construction, i.e. the inner transition scale of each intermediate rank of the geometry. These scales are discrete and can be bonded through a scale relation:
where l 0 = l 0 is the outer transition scale and a the inverse of the homothety ratio.
We present the scale analysis of the three geometries under study and their construction scales in figures 8-10. These construction scales observation permits another estimation of the dimension using the slope between them. Some particularity appears for the geometries, indeed, the Von Koch and Minkowski appear theoretically concave (since the theoretical dimension is always superior to the dimension), whereas the Sierpiński geometry appears theoretically convex (as its theoretical dimension is always inferior to the dimension).
The previous plots reveal that construction scales are discrete points of pure fractality of the geometry representing intermediate inner transition scales. The behaviour between these scales is interesting, indeed, the emergence of oscillation and periodicity emerge from the scale analysis and the measurement of the fractal dimension.
(b) Study of log-periodicity in departure to fractal diagram
In the view of the scale entropy-related theory, we notice that the scale-analysis graphs don't show the fractal structure in its details. Hence, we introduce a new diagram to study fractality, and particularly the departure from purely fractal geometries. A departure to fractal (DTF) graph is introduced which makes it possible to trace the evolution of the fractal dimension and the entropy sink (scale logarithm derivative of the fractal dimension) of the geometry through scales ( figure 11 ). However, ideal cases of fractality are only theoretically present, indeed, scale analysis of a deterministic fractal shows intrinsic log-periodicity in scale-space. The theoretical fractal dimension th lies on the line bonding the construction scales, but on the other scales, the fractal dimension is different = th . Log-periodicity has already been studied using discrete scale invariance (DSI) by [14, 15] . Here, we use the DTF diagram to observe the intrinsic log-periodicity. Recalling that in the view of the scale entropy diffusion equation, for a fractal d th /dx = 0, we can observe the DTF diagrams applied to the different geometries studied. Results seem to converge to a point of attraction around the theoretical fractal dimension (figures 12-14) . The swirl and periodicity behaviour appears as a common point between the deterministic fractals studied here, leading to the evidence of log-periodicity. To further visualize the log-periodicity behaviour, one can define a departure factor (close to the fractal efficiency defined in [16] ) taking into account the deviation from the purely fractal behaviour:
ln N th N m [i,0] corresponds to the number of dividers measured at scale i, and N th [i,0] is the theoretical number of dividers at scale i for our fractal geometries. This factor reveals clearly the scale dependence of a geometry and the log-periodicity of studied deterministic fractals (figures [15] [16] [17] , and can be used to compare a geometry with a strictly theoretical fractal. Furthermore, calculating the mean departure factor represents a global efficiency of a geometry compared with its purely fractal behaviour, i.e., the mean space used by the phenomenon compared with the ideal fractal phenomenon.
(c) Oscillation fit and SED equation consideration
From the scale entropy diffusion equation, we observe ω(x) = 0, thus an intrinsic deviation from the pure fractality for deterministic fractals exists. A fractal is pure only on its construction scales, implying that even fractal are entropic between their construction scales. From the SED equation and considering a log-periodic dimension, it comes and [0, 0] the dimension at the integral scale, equal to the theoretical dimension for regular deterministic fractals. W = (2π/α p ) is considered as the spacial pulsation with α p the spacial period of the fractal (related to the construction scales). Differentiating and integrating leads to N [i,0] and the scale-entropy sink ω(x):
and ω(x) = AW sin(Wx) sgn(sin(Wx)). (4.6) Considering the hypothesis that a scale-dependent fractal has minimum local dimension equal to zero, it implies: A = − [0, 0] .
Furthermore, as we know we are working with deterministic fractal, we can deduce the scale periodicity α p (Von Koch: ln(3); Minkowski: ln(4); Sierpiǹski: ln (2) 
Construction of deterministic scale-dependent fractals (a) Fractals dynamics on Von Koch geometries
In the view of the SED equation, we wonder if we can build scale-dependent objects numerically, or in other terms deterministic objects respecting the SED equation. As we know deterministic fractals such as the Von Koch geometry, we decide to construct deterministic 'dissipative fractals' based on the Von Koch geometry (implying finite geometry operating between the outer and the inner transition scales). This type of geometry has not been explored, but Tricot [3] studied Von Koch geometries varying the angle of the Von Koch peak from one to another implying different fractal dimensions. Further work has been done in scale-dependent fractality with the creation of composition of fractals by Lanoiselée et al. [17] , which leads to constructions of 'pluri-fractals' using composite IFS. In our reasoning, we vary the height of the Von Koch peak which can be (as the angle) related to the fractal dimension of the object, where we input a law of variation of the dimension through scales, leading to the construction of a bi-Von Koch, or a parabolic Von Koch geometry. The classical fractal dimension of similarity for the classical Von Koch is Varying the height of the Von Koch's peak leads to a differentiation of similarities, two similarities scaling with the ratio (1/3) and two similarities scaling with the ratio (a/3). Using the Pythagoras's theorem, we can relate the height of the peak h and the scale of the similarity as The bi-fractal Von Koch (figure 21) possesses two fractal dimensions depending on the scale of observation. At large scales, the fractal dimension is ≈ 1.2618, as the classical Von Koch, and after three range of scales, the fractal dimension turns ≈ 1.6055 (a = 1.5) as the scale analysis demonstrates (figure 22).
We are now interested in constructing a parabolic Von Koch, a Von Koch fractal respecting an equipartition of scale-entropy through scale-space and a fractal dimension varying linearly with scale (a height of the peak changing with scale). We construct a geometry with a fractal dimension continuously varying from = 1.5 at large scales to = 1 at small scales in accordance with the SED equation.
The SED equation predicts that the behaviour of this geometry varies as Analysing this fractal ( figure 23 ) with a divider method shows that the results predicted by the SED equation are relevant and traduces correctly the behaviour of the geometry (figure 24).
Conclusion
As a conclusion, the scale-entropy diffusion equation is an interesting and productive tool to study, analytically and numerically, the scale dynamics of a multi-scale phenomena. Giving to the scale-entropy sink a power law form, we introduce the concept of fractal mode which is a measure of a specific departure to pure fractality. This suggests that every multi-scale
